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B U S I N E S S  A N D  E M P L O Y M E N T  

I n t r o d u c t i o n  

2.1. Employment is a critical factor in any town or village. It is one of the three key factors 

in the NPPF defining sustainability. 

2.2. Our local perception is that the balance between housing and local employment 

policy in the Caterham, Whyteleafe and Chaldon area has been wrong locally for 20 

or so years. There has been significant erosion of commercial sites, in favour of 

housing. We need to rebalance this to encourage start-ups, high value added 

business operating in modern technologies and where a skilled and motivated 

population can be rewarded.  

2.3. To attract business we need to create space for enterprise in the different town and 

village centres, together with other suitable locations around the CR3 area. Places 

with good communications facilities - whether for traditional transport and access, or 

providing modern digital communications would be ideal. Our work has been aimed 

at identifying issues and putting forward ideas to recover the right balance. 

2.4. We already have many skilled people who have come to the area over the last 20 

years. We need more of them to be able to work locally. 

2.5. Policies are proposed to support the retention and expansion of local business in the 

Neighbourhood Plan area. 

2.6. Elements to support regeneration of local business 

a. support local businesses and encourage others to come 
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b. create links and co-operate with all business, large or small 

c. encourage businesses and social enterprise that benefit the community 

d. keep mixed use of Caterham and Whyteleafe centres 

e. Introduce Article 4 provisions where necessary,  to avoid further erosion of the 

commercial base by residential conversion, without full consideration of the 

impact on the local economy. 

2.7. Local population has increased but locally based jobs have fallen. Recent local 

figures over the last 5 years show 450 less lobs, at a time when those of working 

age rose by 750 people. (Ref: Local job info via ONS data, published 24th Sept 

2015). This pattern is not seen in nearby places such as Reigate. Total CR3 

employment ratios are similar to other parts of the South East, with high overall 

employment. However it is the widening ratio of external to local jobs that is of 

concern. The latest figure is just 53% local jobs vs the working population. 

2.8. Earlier reductions in commercial space are estimated to have removed a further 

1,000 local jobs in detailed evidence provided in the Business Analysis section.  

2.9. The Forum Survey for the Neighbourhood Plan strongly supported strengthening of 

local business and jobs. (92%) 

2.10. We note our overall goal to support regeneration of local business and the 

supporting infrastructure is in alignment with those expressed in Coast to Capital’s 

Strategic Economic Plan, published in 2014. 

2.11. All 17 local authorities within their area, including Tandridge District Council, 

endorsed Coast to Capital’s plan. Coast to Capital is the Local Enterprise 

Partnership (LEP) with responsibility for overall economic development as a 

partnership between public and private sector and with access to significant 

government funding to assist that goal. 

2.12. Our strategy is also in line with the Government’s expressed aim to rebalance the 

UK economy; encourage new businesses in 21st century sectors; provide funding for 

start-ups and opportunities for regional growth. 

2.13. Achieving a balance between Business, Housing and Sustainable Economy in the 

CR3 area is supported fully by National Planning Policy Framework namely: 

There are three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, social and 

environmental. These dimensions give rise to the need for the planning system 

to perform a number of roles: 

1. an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the 
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right places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by 

identifying and coordinating development requirements, including the provision 

of infrastructure; 

2. a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing 

the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future 

generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible 

local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social 

and cultural well-being; and 

3. an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, 

built and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve 

biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and 

mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon 

economy. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  C R 3  E c o n o m y  

T h e  b e g i n n i n g  1 8 0 1 - 1 9 3 0 ’ s  

2.14. Caterham began as a small hill farming community, with a population of a few 

hundred. An old Roman route passed North/South from London to the coast on high 

ground, which later with some variation became the A22.  

2.15. Nearby Godstone and the Pilgrim Way over the North Downs provided an east/west 

connection, through many Surrey and Kent towns and villages. These lateral routes 

between London, the channel ports and south coast contributed to good links. 
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T h e  R a i l  E r a  

2.16. The first significant factor in development of this area was the Caterham Railway. It 

opened in 1856, as a railhead for transporting stone from Godstone Quarry, to 

London and for passengers. The days of commuting to London arrived and the 

“Valley” grew quickly. 

2.17. Rail access to London and availability of land, also brought two significant. 

2.18. Victorian Institutions – a barracks and a mental hospital. Between them in 7 short 

years, over 3,500 people were added, plus all the related supporting jobs and 

people. 

2.19. After this critical mass was established, the area continued to grow quickly both on 

the Hill and in the Valley, with shops, businesses, distribution, services and some 

light manufacturing. The town’s role as a place in the attractive Surrey Hills, with an 

effective commuting service expanded too. The population trend throughout the 

period to the 1930’s is shown in the small inset chart for “Caterham Parish”, which 

included most of CR3 today, with its communities of Caterham Hill and Valley, 

Chaldon and Whyteleafe. Each have their own separate characters and contribute 

different aspects of the total area. Green Belt policy also seeks wherever possible, 

to maintain such separate identities. The source of early population records is at: 

http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/data/index.jsp#title 

2.20. Growth continued from the 1930’s to the present era. 

2.21. Croydon was London’s first airport opening in 1928. It was just 7 miles north from 

Caterham and had an often ignored and significant impact on local growth. 

2.22. Access via the A22 bypassing Caterham to its east, came in 1936 allowing better 

road access north and south.  It was an early “Town Bypass” and strong local 

growth continued. 
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2.23. After World War 2, the area attracted new commercial offices, established along the 

A22, including the strip between Wapses Lodge and Whyteleafe, then Kenley and 

Purley. It was influenced by access to London, Croydon, Croydon Airport and 

Caterham’s new bypass. 

 

2.24. The A25 nearby at Godstone was initially the major East/West route. 

2.25. Later impacts were the introduction of Green Belt in 1947; then closure of Croydon 

Airport by the early 1960’s after Heathrow’s construction with longer runways for jet 

aircraft and lastly the construction of Gatwick as an alternative to Heathrow. The 

overall strong growth period for the commercial base continued into the 1970’s but 

had started to slow after the switch of London’s main airport location. 

2.26. The M25 was completed by 1986, along with the M23, improving local travel 

infrastructure dramatically. Overall growth with Channel Tunnel, extra capacity at 

Heathrow and at Gatwick have continued, as major influences for CR3 together with 

good rail services; all strategically located just 20 miles from Charing Cross in an 

attractive part of the Surrey Hills. The area’s population continued to grow and 
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recently this has increased with the ever larger population from housing 

development. 

2.27. It is clear that the town’s population continued to expand rapidly to its present level 

of approximately 28000 as indicated by Census figures and projections. 

C u r r e n t  f a c t o r s  

2.28. Air travel and airports, plus construction of the M23 and M25 roads, the upgrade of 

the A22 and the opening of the Channel Tunnel were the major changes in the last 

few decades, together with the increasing impact of Green Belt policy to limit 

development to existing settlements. 

2.29. Other modern communications such as the Internet and mobile technologies have 

drastically altered working patterns and needs. 

2.30. London continues as a major global centre with Croydon to the north for business, 

housing & retail. Gatwick & Heathrow are also key local business portals.  

 

2.31. A significant part of the town’s residential growth has been at the expense of local 

jobs and commercial space, within the settlement boundary, avoiding erosion of the 

!The!20!year!raid!on!commercial!space.!
Replacing!Business!with!Houses!

50!Hectares!!
>!25!local!businesses!or!

ins>tu>ons!
over!1,500!jobs!

2000!houses!
5,000!people!

Younger!&!skilled!
Stressed!facili>es!
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Green Belt. This is also due to an increasing imbalance between land values for 

residential and commercial sites. In too many cases commercial sites that had 

reached end of life, for a specific use, have simply gone residential due to the 

demand for houses and the squeeze imposed by the Green Belt. 

2.32. A schedule of 50 Hectares of land (125acres) and the businesses that were closed 

is at Appendix (1) 

2.33. The most recent statistics published by ONS on Local employment data, (provisional 

release of 24th Sept 2015) reveals local employment lower than 2009 by 450 jobs 

(5%). That added to the earlier losses puts the overall figure currently at over 1,500 

jobs. The ratio of local jobs, to people of employment age is also amongst the worst 

in the South East at 53%, creating an imbalance with 47% of those in work travelling 

out of the area (2013). The ratio of those who travel out is in fact higher than these 

figures suggest, as there is both an outflow and an inflow of people to CR3 for work. 

Our current best estimate is a flow of 60% or more outwards, offset by a flow of 

approx. 10% inwards. 

2.34. This masks good news of a significant recovery from even lower figures in the last 

12 months. An analysis of recent data and important trends follows later in this 

report in section 3.4. The last few years have seen a very strong rise in technology, 

scientific and professional employment in CR3. These industry sectors are also 

highlighted in UK and Coast to Capital strategic thinking and we endorse these 

sectors locally. 

2.35. We aim to build on this and the local rate of increase is over twice that in the rest of 

Tandridge. 

2.36. A major opportunity also exists to upgrade local education provision at 6th form and 

above levels. Any significant employer looking to relocate in the South East would 

have local education provision in a list of key criteria, whether as an attractor to 

retain key staff with young families, or as a local pool of talent from which to find 

employees. Caterham’s de Stafford School in Caterham Hill, is an opportunity to 

rebuild this capability locally. At present it only takes students as far as GCSE – 

although previously having had a 6th form. It has space, resources and a catchment 

area and population of near 30,000 to make that a viable proposition. Currently the 

choice for families is to go private or a bus ride to Reigate College, Warlingham, Old 

Coulsdon or elsewhere. 

2.37. Future impact of South East infrastructure, overall economic development and the 

next 20 years 

2.38. Pending travel infrastructure investments in the South East will benefit CR3’s 

economy and attraction as a location further. Firstly Network Rail proposes to 

upgrade the line from Caterham, through to Croydon and London as part of its 
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Thameslink project. 2 trains per hour are planned to go from Caterham to Welwyn 

Garden City by 2018. These will result in faster journey times through to Croydon 

and London, by eliminating some stops. Longer trains and platform lengthening will 

also feature. It will increase our location’s attractions for both commuters and 

business and influence development near railway stations. 

2.39. Another improvement is forecast for the East Grinstead /Uckfield line via Upper 

Warlingham, where an extension beyond Lewes is now under discussion as early as 

2022 to the South Coast – providing an alternative route for London/Brighton. From 

an economic point of view this would also boost the areas’ attractiveness 

significantly as a location in the South East, with rail connections both north and 

south. These major upgrades will create demand for parking and other resources 

locally, for both those who live locally and significant numbers who transit via our 

“Zone 6” stations 

2.40. The extra runway decision for either Heathrow or Gatwick is due to be resolved 

within the timeframe for this Neighbourhood Plan reaching the public referendum. If 

Gatwick is selected, then CR3 will be well located to benefit. We want to ensure that 

commercial space is available within our present developed area and have also 

identified some space on contaminated land for example, that would be suitable for 

mixed commercial and other uses, such as a Technology and Education Park. Even 

if Heathrow is selected, then our view is that an additional runway at Gatwick 

remains likely within the next 20 years. 

2.41. Telecoms infrastructure, is very likely to be upgraded locally as part of UK wide 

investments by BT and others – for both fixed and mobile services. We anticipate 

that fixed line speeds of 400mbits/sec and above will be provided by the industry in 

the period from 2016 to 2022. (Announcements 23rd Sept 2015 BT & 13th Feb 2015 

Virgin) These plus more local initiatives and development in mobile networks, smart 

phones and devices, should continue to make our area desirable, with its attractive 

landscape and good strategic location. 

2.42. The transformation of many everyday devices and services and indeed work itself, 

via the Internet will continue to overcome distance. Businesses will need to adapt to 

meet competition. The rise in click & collect forms of business are simply one 

example, where local opportunities for the final distribution and points of service are 

arising. We can forecast some but overall having flexible and adaptable spaces 

throughout the local area, with some larger spaces for business to cluster together, 

is the likely best model. Residential and commercial users will increase demand for 

places with good services and feedback locally from our residents and other surveys 

suggest that there is high local demand to improve services. 
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2.43. A core policy recommended by the CR3Forum is protection of significant 

commercial spaces from Permitted Residential Development, without the need for a 

full planning application. We need to keep some space for the local commercial 

economy. This is referred to as an “Article 4” directive. It is increasingly being 

advocated and deployed in the UK, where it is necessary to safeguard the local 

economy and jobs. 

2.44. We note that permitted development to our north in Croydon, where many empty 

offices are now being converted to residential through permitted development, has 

increased interest for commercial premises in CR3 and nearby. Empty shops are re-

let more quickly,  , there are fewer of them and some shops are being taken as shop 

font offices by professional firms, deciding to locate in our area, or those already 

here. These are actually positive impacts here and will increase our local jobs and 

footfall. The Croydon effect multiplies the pressure already created locally, by CR3’s 

own permitted development conversions. (Ref: Information from tracking empty 

shops over last several years, enquiries of local commercial agents and participating 

in National groups such as Revive & Thrive, plus the ABC A Better Caterham 

Project 2006-2009) 

2.45. Lastly the CR3 Forum have identified a couple of potential spaces to encourage the 

creation of a Technology/Education site that will assist the area to cope with 

anticipated demands, rather than simply be overcome with whatever may have the 

highest land values, without regard to our place’s overall needs.  

G e n e r a l  E c o n o m i c  

A n a l y s i s .  

V i s i o n ,  s t r a t e g y  a n d  

e v i d e n c e  b a s e  f o r  

E c o n o m i c  p o l i c i e s  

O v e r a l l  i n t e n t i o n  o f  t h i s  

s e c t i o n  

2.46. The intention of this section is: 

a. To give an overview of current 

business and employment 

offerings within the Plan area; 

b. To report on and take account 

of the information gained from 

the public surveys and from 

research by members of the 
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business group; 

c. To consider the needs of and how to protect, enhance and improve business 

and employment opportunities to meet the needs of the community for the next 

20 years taking into account national and local strategic policies, as well as the 

views and wishes of residents as identified by surveys recently carried out in 

the CR3 area. 

2.47. The image from the Office of National Statistics (ONS) demonstrates the mixed 

urban and rural nature of the area, plus the four parishes that are an integral part of 

our Neighbourhood Plan Area. 

2.48. This area supports over 28,000 residents, of whom approx. 18,000 are of working 

age. 

2.49. There are up to 1,800 identifiable business enterprises, of which 800 are registered 

for VAT or business rates. 
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2.50. The annual ONS employment survey in 2014 is based on these 1,800 businesses, 

out of 4,780 in Tandridge - a ratio of 38%. The population comparison gives 33% vs 

Tandridge, showing a higher local CR3 business concentration. 

 

2.51. Businesses cluster in key areas and we have considered policies that may be 

appropriate for the whole area and some that apply to specific places. 
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2.52. Two pin maps of the largest 50 local employers and the set of 800, revealed via 

local authority data. 

 

2.53. Areas where business is concentrated are where the CR3 Forum has 

recommendations for planning policies. The aim is to preserve commercial activity in 

dedicated or mixed development, such that prosperity for the whole area is 

maintained or improved. 

2.54. Letting site value alone drive decisions over a choice of residential over commercial 

is not a balanced policy. A robust plan is needed where either type of development 

is feasible. We also seek one or more fit for purpose locations in which to locate new 

high tech industries and other activities, which our area could benefit from. Notable 

spaces include the A22 corridor and the main access routes into and out of the 

Valley, Hill and Whyteleafe, together with mixed use in or near town and village 

centres. 

2.55. Distributed throughout our area are another 1,000 micro businesses ( See below 

evidence.) We need space for these to grow and to attract others over time. The 

visual from “Luminocity” tracks all 1,800 identifiable local businesses and clusters 

them in similar footprints. This chart covers a wider area than simply CR3 and 

demonstrates that our area is a focal point for business in Surrey, the South East 

and along the M25 corridor. 
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The 1,000 microbusinesses evidence is in Tandridge’s report by Matthews & 

Associates,  

E m p l o y m e n t  l o c a l l y  b y  s e c t o r  

2.56. The 2011 census and other available Government sources provide local 

information over the last five years between 2009 to 2014. This enables us to base 

our conclusions on relevant information. 

2.57. Note: The 2001 census provided a similar 77.2% ratio for CR3 between those 

working and people of working age. Estimates for 2014 & 2015 are based on 

previous yr. to yr. CR3 increases and Tandridge level aggregate data. Final 

figures for 2014 will be released by Govt in Oct 2015. Some data is not available 

except in census years. 

 

2.58. Two factors are apparent. Firstly although local population is steadily rising, 

employment in local jobs fell by 450 in 5 years, being 4 - 5% of the total local jobs 

here in 2009. Secondly our overall employment ratio at 77.9%, for combined local 
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work and jobs outside the area, is similar to other places in Surrey and South East 

and higher than the rest of Tandridge at the last census. 

2.59. The overall employment picture takes account of both local jobs and those outside 

CR3. While the area has always had a high number attracted by road/rail 

connections to London/ Croydon and elsewhere, the number of people working 

outside CR3 is rising as a percentage compared with other M25, Surrey and South 

East places 

2.60. A daily inflow and outflow of people to and from our area also occurs within these 

overall figures. There are more people travelling to outside CR3 for work, than 

come here. At the Tandridge level the flows are 22,000 out and 14,000 inwards for 

work. We estimate CR3 figures of at least 1/3rd of those. The outflow generally is 

for higher value jobs, than those who come into our area. Our local economy is not 

a “high value” one due to the mix of job types available locally compared with say 

Reigate, Gatwick, Croydon, or London. 

2.61. Looking specifically at local employment, an industry analysis reveals employment 

trends here between 2009 and 2013.(Source Govt Business and Employment 

Annual Survey). 

2.62. The three largest local sectors shrank in the period 2009-13 in absolute terms, 

while at the same time CR3’s overall working age population rose by 1,500 people 

in that time period; with approx. 850 in employment. 

     

K e y  F a c t o r s  

2.63. There was a significant reduction in office based “Support” type jobs, with losses 

of more than 650 jobs locally. Potential job loss sites would include Oaklands – the 

last part of the St Lawrence’s site, Whyteleafe Business Village, Orbital House 

and others. Offices and other premises have been under pressure from permitted 

development and planning applications for conversion to other uses – sometimes 

with active businesses being given notice or leases not being renewed. Some of 

these examples are well known eg Caterham Cars. 

2.64. Others are under threat as this report is written. Bronzeoak is a shared office 

facility in the Valley where staff and tenants were given notice in September 2015 

and Quadrant House has also been the subject of a permitted development 

request, which was not approved earlier in 2015. Between them these are 

estimated to provide at risk office facilities for 250 people. 
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2.65. The industry analysis shows a significant trend towards healthcare for an aging 

population. 

2.66. High levels of housing and other construction locally are shown by two national 

house builders (Croudace and Linden) and other similar small and medium sized 

firms. 

2.67. The education segment includes Caterham School, other private schools and 

state school provision. (de Stafford is an opportunity to reintroduce a 6th form 

stream.) 

2.68. Retail is 6th overall and provides about 10% of local employment, although a high 

ratio are part time staff and not high value jobs. 

2.69. Accommodation and Food services are 9th and rising. 

2.70. The welcome surprises are the levels of employment and performance in the 

middle band including: 

2.71. Professional, Scientific & Technical (6th) 

2.72. Information & Communications  (10th) 

2.73. Arts, Entertainment & recreation (7th) 

2.74. Manufacturing sees a welcome increase too. (11th) 
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2.75. These sectors have expanded significantly in recent years 

 

2.76. Policy Link: We need to ensure that space is available for growth of the key 

sectors at affordable prices and in suitable locations. 

S u p p o r t i n g  S t a t e m e n t  f r o m  C R 3  r e s i d e n t ’ s  s u r v e y .  

2.77. Our document briefly covers the existing retail and commercial facilities across all 

four Parishes, as well as the employment opportunities in provision of services. It 

seeks to provide evidence of the current provision, current needs as voiced by the 

public in questionnaires and to identify how employment provision needs to 

change to meet the community’s needs over the next twenty years. 

2.78. By way of introduction 92% of those responding to our initial survey (Over 1,000 

local people) support a focus on local employment. In terms of location, proximity 

to existing business was preferred but other options received support too 

Reduction in available space for local Employment  
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2.79. Against this background the CR3 area has seen conversion of over 50 hectares of 

commercial or other employment land (e.g. Public Sector) space to residential use 

over the last 20 years. In the judgment of the CR3 Forum, this has harmed the 

local economy.  

2.80. Among the listed sites (Appendix1) are the significant elements of the lost jobs 

story with brief details. Some of the sites have already been redeveloped and 

some are in the pipeline but in almost all cases the earlier employment activities 

have already ceased. The more recent ones have been secured against active 

current use, thanks to a combination of Permitted Development and aggressive 

targeting. 

2.81. Policy now should be to rebuild a sustainable economy. While the housing that 

has been built has brought more than 3,000 new people to the area, with an 

additional 1,500  – 2,000 in the pipeline for houses yet to be completed, the 

employment impact overall has been adverse. Short term there has been a 

transitory employment impact in construction but that is not lasting. For the future 

period covered by the Neighbourhood Plan a further increase in population of 

several thousand people is contemplated. 

2.82. In conclusion, it is clear that conversion of a significant proportion of existing 

“Commercial or Employment sites” to Residential use has adversely impacted 

local jobs. 

C R 3  E m p l o y m e n t  T r e n d s  

Provisional	government	statistics	on	employment	within	CR3,	from	businesses	
operating	locally,	shows	a	drop	of	5%	in	local	jobs	between	2009	and	2014.	This	fall	is	
measured	at	450	jobs,	from	a	base	of	10,350	in	2009,	to	9,898	in	2014.	See	3.3	above.	
The	figures	were	released	on	Sept	24th	2015	

2.83. We are concerned at the fall in local jobs and believe the mix is not sustainable.  

2.84. The style of the town has moved significantly further into a “Dormitory” type and 

appears more extreme than elsewhere in Tandridge, itself a laggard vs other 

places in Surrey or the South East. Other evidence at Tandridge level suggests 

there is a significant “In/Out” flow linked to jobs too, with the area in deficit as more 

people travel out of CR3 to work, than come from elsewhere to work locally. That 

is likely to be linked to the value of jobs, with an outflow of those with higher skills, 

than the inflow. More information is in the full report at Appendix 2 

2.85. The source of this and other data is through applying for and being granted a 

special license (Notice) to access the annual UK Business Register and 

Employment Survey – the Government uses this nationally to track overall 

business activity. 
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2.86. The 50 Hectare loss table (Appendix 1); the economic local employment trend 

data above; land values quoted by Tandridge District Council Head of Planning; 

and preliminary conclusions of a Town Design Statement group begun in early 

2015. 

2.87. Emergence of start up’s and policies to strengthen the CR3 “Diamond” (Work in 

progress for 2014 chart) 

 

2.88. One aspect stands out as a positive, thanks to technology and the arrival of 

younger, well qualified new residents.  The net effect of flexible and reasonable 

performance digital services, plus the influx of new people led to a significant rise 

in local business start-ups, especially in Professional & Scientific and 

Communication & IT sectors over the last 5 years. Growth rates in these sectors of 

25% and 31% over 5 years occurred. 

2.89. These sectors include what are termed Creative and Media Industries, At a UK 

level the sector has been growing strongly, suggesting we are well placed to 

continue to encourage this locally.  
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2.90. The sector covers:  

a. Advertising and marketing 

b. Architecture 

c. Crafts 

d. Design: Product, Graphic and Fashion Design 

e. Film, TV, video, radio and photography 

f. IT, software and computer services....Largest 

g. Publishing 

h. Museums, Galleries and Libraries 

i. Music, performing and visual arts 

j. Rush image courtesy of Double Negative 

2.91. UK figures for these industries show a growth rate of almost 10% pa, in the last 

available information for the year ending Dec 2012. Overall the sector contributed 

5.6% of the UK’s national economy. 

2.92. There is a cluster of these types of businesses forming we are keen to continue to 

support, with almost 40% of them in CR3 for the whole of Tandridge. Today they 

are micro-size businesses, however it’s a big step in the right direction. Now we 

need to help them grow, attract others of all sizes and provide space for expansion. 

T h e  r o l e  o f  D i g i t a l  T e c h n o l o g y  l o c a l l y  

2.93. On the technology front, earlier initiatives succeeded to get Caterham’s telephone 

exchange upgraded to BT’s fibre based Infinity early in its roll out in the South 

East, covering over 80% of the town’s subscribers by summer 2013. Surrey 

Superfast completed the remaining roll out by late 2014. Mobile coverage has 

been enhanced in core areas too, with outlying areas the present focus of 

attention such as Chaldon. Local cafés and other places offering Wi-Fi, have 

provided extended services too. Virgin announced in early 2015, its interest to 

extend its digital fibre/coax services nationally. If we succeed to get CR3 selected 

for some expansion, this would improve the use, resilience and capability of 

overall services throughout our area, whether for home, business or both uses. 

(See Utilities section for more detail) 

2.94. Taking a view of the area as a whole. Choosing policy and programmes to support 
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2.98. A SWOT exercise was carried out by the Business team initially to help guide the 

overall process of looking for both short, medium and long term issues, plus 

potential policies and projects that could address these. The leader for this work 

was Nick Nathaniel. The structured SWOT technique is helpful to uncover 

business and employment strengths and weaknesses, as well as identifying 

opportunities and threats.  The table below summarises the team’s findings: 

Opportunit ies 

2.95. Improve appearance of area;  

2.96. Encourage more flexible trading 

hours  

2.97. Target specific business types;  

2.98. Raise profile of area;  

2.99. Potential of Soper Hall;  

2.100. Potential for hotel development;  

2.101. BID potential to assist area;  

2.102. Superfast broadband due within two 

years;  

2.103. Local support for business 

development;  

2.104. Local desire to work locally;  

2.105. Bulge in number of young people 

demographic  

2.106. High local disposable income;  

2.107. Potential development sites. 

Threats 

2.108. Conversion commercial to 

residential use  

2.109. No coherent plan;  

2.110. Lack of Council support for 

growth/development 

2.111. Threats to parking provision;  

2.112. Competition: Croydon, Redhill, 

Bluewater;  

2.113. Internet business;  

2.114. Soper Hall future schemes are 

unable to be funded or lack support 

locally.  
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Strengths 

2.99. Location (proximity to London, 

motorway, five airports, docks);  

2.100. Accessibility;  

2.101. ‘Surrey’ location – good to do business;  

2.102. Highly skilled, educated workforce;  

2.103. Low crime;  

2.104. Good peer support groups (BNI, etc);  

2.105. Large investor in Caterham town 

centre;  

2.106. High local disposable income;  

2.107. Potential development corridor A22;  

2.108. Active community;  

2.109. Relatively low rent and rates;  

2.110. Attractive living environment;  

2.111. Good schools;  

2.112. Opportunity for small boutique retail. 

2.113. Superfast Broadband  

2.114. Professional & Tech start ups –strong 

rise 

 

Weaknesses 

2.115. Restricted land supply 

(topography & GB);  

2.116. Poor east-west links;  

2.117. Railway doesn’t go south;  

2.118. Locally congested roads;  

2.119. Frequently congested M25;  

2.120. Low awareness of visitor parking;  

2.121. No staff parking;  

2.122. High housing costs;  

2.123. Lack of Council support;  

2.124. Location on boundary of 

Surrey/London;  

2.125. Poor retail mix, esp. women/kid’s 

clothes;  

2.126. Poor appearance of CR3 area;  

2.127. Poor promotion and marketing;  

2.128. Poor development image;  

2.129. Lack of investment opportunity;  

2.130. Local wealth goes elsewhere;  

2.131. Lack of central conference/training 

hub;  

2.132. Lack of short-hire facilities;  

2.133. Poor quality ageing office stock;  

2.134. Undersized sites for large stores;  

2.135. Lack of a coherent business 

strategy;  
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2.99. The SWOT exercise was followed by reviewing the potential gain from different 

policies and the difficulty of achieving them 

 

2.100. By working across Parish boundaries the CR3Forum aims to be able to balance 

the effectiveness of provision and to address local concerns. Where appropriate 

the plan also looks at adjoining spaces, which under the duty to cooperate 

guidance from Government are major influences and in some cases offer 

opportunitiesIn considering this section of the report, the terms ‘business’ and 

‘employment’ have been taken to be one and interchangeable. They are key parts 

of the “Local Economy”.  Clearly there are differences and employment is created 

through a wide range of uses, some of which are covered in this section as 

commercial activity and some of which fall under other sections of the plan, such 

as educational, medical, leisure, etc. 

L a n d  c o n v e r t e d  f r o m  c o m m e r c i a l  o r  p u b l i c  s e c t o r  t o  

r e s i d e n t i a l  

2.101. One factor that has pre-occupied the CR3 Forum has been a fall in inward 

investment in commercial property and other forms of enterprise in the CR3 

Neighbourhood Plan area, particularly over the last 20 years. This has led to a 

drop in local economic activity with lower associated employment. While the rise 

of home working and the Internet has offset this, it does not provide a replacement. 
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The overall loss of employment land within CR3 over the last 10 years has been 

16 hectares (40 Acres) and in the previous 10 year period 34 hectares (84 Acres) 

taking into account residential conversions of above 10 units. 

2.102. Up to the introduction of the Green Belt in the late 1940’s the CR3 area had rapid 

expansion in both residential numbers and employment. The location close to 

London, with A22 and A25 nearby, together with a rail service, was favourable 

with attractive countryside. The town had become a place where there was both 

local employment and convenient access to London and elsewhere.  

2.103. The 1938 Town Plan identified further anticipated development and the Caterham 

Bypass, which had just been constructed, significantly improved traffic flow north 

and south 

2.104. The new A22 bypass provided access to the A25 and in those days London’s new 

Croydon Airport was just 7 miles north via the A22/A23 between Purley and 

Croydon, with a further 12 miles to the centre of London. Expansion of the town’s 

commercial sites particularly along the A22 between Whyteleafe and Caterham at 

Wapses Lodge continued into the 1960’s, with the arrival of Commercial Union, 

The Rank Organisation and on Caterham Hill, first a site for Garrard & Lofthouse 

who manufactured record covers; later becoming a significant office for the AON 

insurance company. These joined the old Victorian Institutions of the Caterham 

Barracks and the St Lawrence’s Asylum as the larger employers. 

 

G r o w t h  f r o m  1 9 4 7  
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2.105. Following the introduction of the Green Belt, development has been constrained 

as intended and endorsed strongly by our original residents’ survey. Nevertheless 

housing and population rose strongly throughout the period since the Green Belt’s 

introduction, fuelled by conversion of some commercial sites to residential and 

increasing densities within the agreed town boundaries. For example a 10% 

population growth occurred between 1991 and 2001 and again between then and 

2011, taking the CR3 population from just over 22,000 to over 28,000 currently. 

(2015 Government estimate) 

2.106. Over time the local ward and parish boundaries, have been adjusted by local 

government electoral roll considerations. The map here shows that the eastern 

boundary near the A22 in particular has been shifted for electoral convenience, 

rather than for any economic rationale. The roads and railway routes north and 

south through Caterham & Whyteleafe settlements, comprise a significant part of 

the area’s spatial assets and we have generally considered them together by 

following natural boundaries, transport and linked economic purpose. At 

Whyteleafe two railway lines share the same valley. 

Reference material available includes the 1938 Caterham & Whyteleafe Town plan) 
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2.107. The A22 is now a strategic route listed by Coast to Capital (Local Enterprise 

Partnership) and passes via a gap in the North Downs ridge (Godstone Gap) to a 

key junction of the M25 (Junction 6). The A22 passes via an old quarry on 

Godstone Hill (which was the economic driver initially for the creation of the 

Caterham railway into the town in the mid 1800’s) and includes sections following 

an old Roman route over Tillingdown through which the A22 Caterham bypass 

was constructed. This map is from 1961. It is all part of what we regard as the 

critical hinterland for considering the local economy and its spatial influences. 

(http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10091196/boundary) 

E n t e r p r i s e  a n d  B u s i n e s s  G r o w t h  

2.108. On the commercial side however it has been quite a different story from the late 

1970’s. Progressively the land that had once been for commercial or public sector 

purposes has been converted to residential. Owners have also deployed various 

tactics to withdraw land from the market at “Commercial” prices and delay 

redevelopment, hoping to gain a significantly higher price as residential land. 

2.109. While this is a common development practice nationally it would appear to the 

CR3Forum that Tandridge District Council have far too often appeared to make 

planning decisions and policy on the basis that people will commute out from the 

local area for employment and retail purposes, rather than maintain the existing 

commercial base.   

2.110. The present policy of concentrating all development into the Category 1 urban 

areas and then prioritizing housing over business is increasingly turning CR3 into 

a dormitory zone largely serving London with more houses but less local 

employment. 

2.111. Some also describe the present local economy style as a “Residential” based 

economy. There are not many high value jobs and commuting has become the 

norm. The alternative would be a higher value local economy described as a 

“Knowledge” based economy. This would build on the existing available skill base 

and the CR3 good communications and access which could be further expanded 

and necessary infrastructure introduced. Adding in the attractions of the Surrey 

Hills area and that is a strong candidate for getting any needed investment 

support. 

2.112. Can we transition from a Residential Economy to a Knowledge based one? 

2.113. Residential economy - This type of local economy mainly relies on activities and 

services related to local population needs and demand (housing, public services, 

household services, financial services and residential purchase/letting, 
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convenience shopping and a variety of fast food, or other eating out options, with a 

few specialist shops and services.) 

2.114. Knowledge-based economy. In this type, the local economy is related to 

residential or external demand, but at least partly based on knowledge, innovation 

and creative activities, such as higher education, design, technology etc. These 

types of towns introduce strategic initiatives to bring about favorable conditions for 

the creative economy (i.e. subsidies or tax incentives) or to foster a high level of 

quality of place (education provision, small entrepreneurial start up and growth 

atmosphere, place amenities etc.) that attracts a more ‘creative or technical’ 

population and associated investments.  

(Ref ESPON Hidden potential of Small and Medium Sized Towns. 

(http://www.esponontheroad.eu/dane/web_articles_files/1554/cee_im_towns_eng.

pdf) 

2.115. The extent to which a creative and knowledge-based profile can fully replace more 

‘traditional’ residential and productive profiles, or become the dominant profile is 

an unknown, however there are encouraging signs emerging from rapid growth in 

business start-ups locally in Scientific & Professional and Information & 

Communications industry sectors – both rising faster than Tandridge as a whole 

and at a similar rate to others generally performing better in the South East. (See 

Ref 2.7) 

2.116. Several other studies have also called in to question the wisdom of “Dormitory” 

strategies as potentially non-sustainable in the longer term. 

2.117. The recent Matthews report commissioned by Tandridge underlines the impact of 

neglecting the economy, with Tandridge having slid backwards in economic terms 

to position 278 out of 279 Local Authorities assessed in the South East. 

2.118. The CR3 Forums’ Sustainability Appraisal and this document highlight the scale of 

the local loss of employment land.  

 

G e n e r a l  P e r m i t t e d  D e v e l o p m e n t  O r d e r .  H a r m f u l  l o c a l  

e f f e c t s  

2.119. The Government’s General Permitted Development Order worsened this threat to 

business and employment, which is likely to be renewed from April 2016. It allows 

a change of use from commercial to residential without the need for town planning 

approval. This factor has accelerated the almost complete exhaustion of available 

commercial sites over the last couple of years within CR3, whether mothballed 

pending a successful residential conversion, or as continuing employment. It has 

put available sites under immense pressure, as developers and owners, whether 
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private or public see the divergence of values between residential and commercial 

sites. Some allocation is necessary to break the free for all and provide for a 

balanced future for the town.  

2.120. With multiples of 3 or more times value between residential and commercial land, 

there is no incentive or policy restraint for owners not to sell to the highest bidder.  

2.121. This loss of commercial sites together with the Neighbourhood Plan rejection of 

CR3 as a dormitory economy and as supported by the NPPF when setting the 

dimensions for a sustainable economy leads to the view that a change of trend 

and a need to maintain and possibly increase the land suitable for commercial use. 

2.122. This is also supported by the expressed views demonstrated by over 90% of those 

residents who took part in the CR3 Forum Survey, for an increase in local 

employment to support the local economy in all its aspects. While many of the 

sites listed were the result of decisions and factors, outside of the control of the 

local area, it is suggested there should be active encouragement and policies to 

support re-investment in suitable 21st century high value and sustainable 

businesses, often referred to as Smart or STEM industries and jobs. While these 

will of course need suitable space for facilities and businesses to operate, flexible 

working for many is now a fact of life and the CR3 Forum advocates being a 

leader in the deployment of distributed and high speed communications 

2.123. .The	CR3	Forum	notes	the	absence	of	any	local	technology	park,	or	active	

business	park 

2.124. Many commercial sites for light industry, offices, pubs and garages clustered near 

the main population spots or distributed throughout the area are now, or soon to 

be residential. It needs some space to be allocated and in some case to stand 

against the one-way bet being made by owners and developers, in the area’s long 

term interests 

2.125. Two current exceptions are shared office locations at Wapse’s Lodge (Bourne 

House) and The Officers Mess at the Caterham Barracks site, Caterham Hill, 

which are both full. 
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E c o n o m i c  B l i g h t  a n d  c r e a t i n g  a  m i x e d  e c o n o m y  f u t u r e  

f o r  C R 3  

2.126. An impact of vacant & derelict sites, being withheld from the market while 

conversion to residential is pursued, is that causes blight and harms economic 

prosperity. Owners simply wait for eventual conversion from commercial to 

residential with an immediate multiplier of site values towards £1M per acre, from 

values of a third or that or less.  

2.127. While housing has to be provided, these central Government and local council 

policies unbalance and undermine the local economy and business in the CR3 

area, as well as undermining family and community life. Growth and sustainability 

principles that the Government claims to value are side-lined.  People who 

commute three hours a day cannot spend worthwhile time with family or get 

involved with community.  The commuting puts pressure on infrastructure and can 

lead to increased levels of pollution.  Business growth cannot take place unless 

the conditions exist in which business can thrive and develop, including start-up, 

expand and renew. 
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2.128. The CR3 Forum considers that a community, which relies on out-commuting for its 

daily needs on the present scale, is undesirable and not optimal in social and 

environmental terms, nor is it viable on a longer-term sustainable economic basis. 

2.129. As mentioned the National Planning Policy Framework opens with a strategic 

intent to achieve sustainable development, which has three dimensions: economic 

(contributing to a strong, responsive and competitive economy), social (supporting 

strong, vibrant and healthy communities) and environmental.  Historic local policy 

leading to exclusive housing development and supporting housing development at 

the expense of other uses has been short sighted and stored up problems for the 

future. 

2.130. This section is not concerned with housing but in so far as Government and local 

Council policy is threatening business and employment in the area, it has to be 

stated that the solution to the housing problem is for central Government to assist 

Councils to make more land available and to accept more housing through the 

planning system, rather than introducing mechanisms that allow housing to be 

built by avoiding the planning system at the cost of other aspects of community 

need.  These policies strike at the whole principle of Economic Growth that the 

Government claims to want (In NPPF and other key policies) and encourages 

narrow economic activity on the back of a housing boom fuelled largely by debt 

and without supporting infrastructure, or local employment 

2.131. The expectation is that over the next 20 years the population will increase and that 

there is a predicted increase in birth rate. In addition, population will increase in 

line with housing growth.  This will mean a need for employment and services to 

meet the demand of an increased population. 

2.132. Existing district level policies of residential over other uses, threatens the future of 

commercial uses in the CR3 area, is not in line with the Governments overriding 

NPPF policies and for a compliant Neighbourhood plan therefore, must be set 

aside and new policies endorsed.  This need is directly supported by the findings 

of the CR3 Residents Questionnaire findings, obtained as a part of the preparation 

of this Neighbourhood Plan and in compliance with the NPPF 

2.133. Supporting Statement: The Residents Questionnaire indicated that 96% of the 

local residents who responded want employment sites to be protected and 85% 

would like the opportunity to work locally.  These are compellingly high 

percentages and clearly suggest that policymakers are out of touch with the 

wishes of the community. The survey was completed by more than a local 10% 

sample and statistically representative. 

2.134. The survey indicated that many respondents commuted out of the area for work, 

and that those working from home were significantly above national averages. The 
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UK Census figures for CR3 show 11.4 % working from home for all or part of the 

time. The balance of work outside of the CR3 area appears to be over 50% of the 

CR3 working population. This figure is derived from the 2011 census figures of 

13,500 employed and an outflow of 1/3rd of the Tandridge figure  -7,000. The 

actual figure may be higher than this and trending upwards given the scale of the 

losses in local employers. ( Ref 2.4 and 3.4 sections above) 

F u t u r e  w o r k i n g  t r e n d s ,  n e e d s ,  s t y l e s  a n d  p r o p o s a l s  

2.135. For some currently, and increasing numbers in the future, the opportunity to work 

from home or ‘on the move’ away from an office, offered by advances in 

technology and changes in employment patterns, is a significant consideration 

and one we endorse. However it is not sufficient on its own to build a sustainable 

place. 

2.136. Employment trends suggest that for many employers and employees, especially in 

large organisations, a more family-orientated approach to employment is evolving. 

Employers seeking places to expand their operations, demand places with good 

communications, schools, health, leisure, retail, housing and in an attractive area 

with a vibrant local culture. Getting that mix right is the sustainable path. That is 

what we wish to achieve in rebalancing the business element of the CR3 plan. 

2.137. These needs are indeed items for action elsewhere within the CR3 Forum plan. 

For example there are identifiable gaps in education, with no 6th form available as 

a state funded option at de Stafford School or elsewhere in CR3. The CR3 Forum 

advocates a return of a 6th form to de Stafford and a potential new Business and 

Education space be provided within the CR3 area, to include a UTC (University 

Technical College) 

2.138. Hotels, conference centres and leisure industries are also employers, with 

potential uses for attractive areas and countryside, while at the same time creating 

sustainable uses. These should be considered on their merits. The CR3 forum 

also notes that expansion at the private North Downs hospital is constrained by 

lack of space on their present site. 

2.139. Utility and infrastructure proposals include Digital communications facilities as 

mentioned in section 2.5 and 3.7.5 above and the CR3Forum Utilities section. This 

has several other commercially oriented proposals, including energy from waste.  

2.140. Lastly the area is critically short on car parking either for retail and business in the 

key areas, or for commuters who are attracted from elsewhere by the London 

zone 6 fares and access on two routes. A large space able to support all these 

and near routes like the A22 is obvious and a contaminated site has been 
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researched. Further investigation is proposed and given the near term 

infrastructure plans for railways (by 2018-2022) this has an added priority.  

2.141. Other smaller sites throughout the area are sought for smaller and mixed uses, 

where such applications would enhance a mixed economy throughout the CR3 

area. For example another site identified is a significant space on Caterham Hill, 

on the old Kenley airfield site with listed buildings and good local road access. 

 

T h e  N a t i o n a l  P l a n n i n g  P o l i c y  F r a m e w o r k  

C o n t e x t  

2.142. The key town-planning document is the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF).  This document radically slimmed down the paperwork associated with 

the town planning system and introduced the concept of ‘sustainable 

development’. 

2.143. The NPPF uses the definition of sustainable development set down in Resolution 

42/187 of the United Nations General Assembly: 

‘meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs’ 

2.144. It goes on to state that ‘the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the 

achievement of sustainable development’.  It says that the policies in paragraphs 

18-219 taken as a whole constitute the Government’s view of what sustainable 

development in England means in practice for the planning system. 

2.145. Perhaps, most significantly, it identified three dimensions to sustainable 

development: 

a. An economic role – contributing to a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the 

right places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by 

identifying and coordinating development requirements, including the 

provision of infrastructure; 

b. A social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by 

providing the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and 

future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with 

accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its 

health, social and cultural well-being; and 

c. An environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, 

built and historic landscape; and, as part of this, helping to improve 
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biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, 

and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon 

economy. 

2.146. It goes on to say that these three roles should not be undertaken in isolation, 

because they are mutually dependent. ‘..economic, social and environmental 

gains should be sought jointly and simultaneously through the planning system’. 

2.147. The NPPF says ‘At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a 

presumption in favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a 

golden thread running through both the plan-making and decision-taking.’ 

2.148. Looking more specifically at business and employment issues, one of the Core 

Principles set down in item 17 is that plan-making and decision-taking should pro-

actively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the 

homes, businesses and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places 

that the country needs, identifying and then meeting an area’s needs and 

responding positively to wider opportunities for growth. 

2.149. Item 19 says that significant weight should be placed on the need to support 

economic growth through the planning system, although item 21 also says that 

planning policies should avoid the long-term protection of sites allocated for 

employment use where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for 

that purpose. 

2.150. Item 23 requires that planning policies should be positive, promoting competitive 

town centre environments, setting out policies for the management and growth of 

centres over the plan period.  It recognises that town centres are the heart of their 

communities and have need for a wide range of scale and type of uses and 

development.  Where town centres are in decline, local planning authorities 

should plan positively for their future to encourage economic activity. 

2.151. Item 24 requires local planning authorities to apply a sequential test to planning 

applications for main town centre uses that are not in an existing centre.  Item 25 

does say that sequential tests should not be applied to small-scale rural offices or 

other small-scale rural development. 

2.152. Item 28 states that planning policies should support economic growth in rural 

areas in order to create jobs and prosperity. 

2.153. The NPPF supports and promotes sustainable transport and high quality 

communications infrastructure.  It does say that local authorities should seek to 

improve the quality of parking in town centres. 
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2.154. The NPPF requires that the local planning authority ensure that the Local Plan is 

based on adequate, up to date and relevant evidence about the economic, social 

and environmental characteristics and prospects of their area. 

2.155. With specific regard to business, in item 161, it says that local planning authorities 

should have a clear understanding of business needs within the economic 

markets operating in and across their area, working with the county and 

neighbouring authorities and with Local Enterprise Partnerships to prepare and 

maintain a robust evidence base to understand both existing business need and 

likely changes in the market.  They should also work closely with the business 

community to understand their changing needs and identify and address barriers 

to investment, including a lack of housing, infrastructure and viability. 

T h e  S u r r e y  a n d  S o u t h - E a s t  C o n t e x t  

2.156. Surrey is one of the wealthiest counties in the United Kingdom.  It benefits from its 

relationship with London and the South-East, as well as its proximity to two major 

airports, having the London Orbital motorway M25 running through it and its 

skilled and well educated labour force. 

2.157. In 2010, the Surrey Local Economic Assessment (SLEA) was published, 

commissioned by Surrey County Council and produced by the Surrey Economic 

Partnership Ltd. 

2.158. The SLEA looked at competitiveness.  The UK Local Competitiveness Index 

(2010) demonstrates a drop in the fortunes of many Surrey districts.  Only six of 

Surrey’s 11 districts are in the UK top 25 (in 1997, there were 8 districts).  

Tandridge and Spelthorne are ranked noticeably lower than the other Surrey 

districts at 63 and 72 respectively out of 379.  In 2008, Tandridge was ranked at 

50 out of 408.   

2.159. Tandridge ranks lowest in Surrey on business registrations (40/10,000 population) 

and pay levels (267th).  Tandridge also displays poor qualification levels with only 

30.7% of working age population with NVQ Level 4 or higher equivalent 

qualifications (year to December 2008).  Only Spelthorne is lower with 19%.  The 

average in Surrey is 40%. 

2.160. Set against this, economic activity rates and working age employment rates in 

Tandridge stand up well and unemployment is well below the county average. 

2.161. The SLEA looked at inward investment.  For 2008/9, Surrey’s share was 12.2% of 

all investments and was well below Berkshire (31.1%) and Hampshire (22.2%).  It 

would appear that the main source of inward investment is from the US/North 

America. 
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2.162. In terms of innovation, it is difficult to judge how Surrey fares in competitive terms.  

The county has three universities (Surrey University, The University of the 

Creative Arts and Royal Holloway – London University).  There are research 

establishments and a large base of international leading edge technology-based 

companies.  Surrey’s clusters of technology-based businesses include advanced 

electronics and engineering in Redhill and Reigate, pharmaceuticals in Surrey 

Heath, technology and food in Leatherhead and satellite, software and games in 

Guildford.  The Surrey Research Park is a major centre of excellence in 

technology, science and engineering and is owned by the University of Surrey.  

The Park has enjoyed inward investment from the United States, Canada, India, 

Japan, Sweden, Finland and Iceland.  In 2006, it employed 2,750 people on site. 

2.163. 99.5% of Surrey’s businesses are small or medium enterprises (with less than 250 

employees).  97% employ fewer than 50 people and 88.2% are micro-businesses 

with less than 10 employees.  81% employ fewer than 5 staff.  Conversely, only 

2.3% employ between 50-199 employees. 

2.164. The SLEA suggests that the likely reasons for the pre-dominance of micro-

businesses are: 

2.165. Surrey has an economy that supports business innovation and start-ups; 

2.166. Surrey has a high level of home-based businesses; 

2.167. The economy is predominantly a knowledge-based economy, which will frequently 

buy in niche professional, and business services and utilise micro-business 

suppliers; 

2.168. Surrey has few manufacturing firms, which tend to have large numbers of 

employees; 

2.169. Towns in Surrey are relatively small and less likely to be able to accommodate 

growth firms; 

2.170. The natural environment and planning restrictions limit the expansion potential of 

businesses. 

2.171. Banking, finance and insurance account for 44% of all businesses in Surrey. 

2.172. A number of key sectors were identified by SEEDA as being critical to the future 

growth of the South-East economy: 

a. Advanced engineering and marine; 

b. ICT, software and digital media; 

c. Pharmaceuticals, life sciences and healthcare; 

d. Environment and energy; 

e. Aerospace and defence; 
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f. Finance and professional services. 

2.173. The biggest clusters of such companies are to be found around Chertsey, 

Addlestone and Weybridge, with lesser groupings around Esher, Epsom, Woking, 

Dorking and Horley. 

2.174. The SLEA found that Surrey businesses have a high survival rate but tend to grow 

more slowly than businesses elsewhere in the South-East and Great Britain as a 

whole. 

2.175. The SLEA also found the Surrey has a high but declining level of economic activity.  

It suggests that possible factors are: 

a. An ageing population; 

b. High levels of early retirement; 

c. A growing number of people choosing not to work. 

2.176. It also noted that Surrey has a high level of self-employed people (11.80% of its 

working age population). 

2.177. The SLEA found that Surrey residents had some of the highest average earnings 

in the South-East in 2009.  Elmbridge residents earn the greatest amount and 

Tandridge residents earn the least.  Surrey residents are predominantly in high-

level senior and professional occupations with one in five being managers or 

senior officials.  At the same time, Surrey has one of the lowest levels of resident 

employees of elementary occupations, without which a high growth economy 

cannot function (cleaners, security guards, postal workers, catering staff, etc). 

2.178. The 2001 census and the 2008 Annual Population Survey indicates that 64% of 

Surrey residents work within the county.  9.1% commute to Outer London 

Boroughs and 10.1% commute to Inner London Boroughs.  For commuting to 

central London, rail transport links are important and the most significant flows 

include: 

a. To the City of London from Tandridge and Woking; 

b. To Westminster from Tandridge, Woking, Elmbridge and Reigate. 

2.179. The SLEA notes that ‘Tandridge is the largest exporter of commuting which 

reflects the fact that there are fewer large companies based in the district and its 

good links to London’. 

2.180. The SLEA notes that Surrey has the least affordable housing and that ‘the 

provision of housing underpins the economic development of any sub-region.  

Affordability of housing is critical as it has an important influence on labour market 

and commuting patterns, as well as having other important socio-economic 

impacts.  The link between housing, skills levels and the knowledge economy 
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cannot be overplayed.  It is critical that the appropriate housing offer is in place for 

both skilled knowledge workers as well as lower paid key workers.’ 

2.181. Affordability is directly linked to recruitment and retention issues. 

2.182. Looking at sustainable economic growth, the SLEA notes that there is a strong 

tourism and visitor economy in Surrey employing some 33,000 people and that it 

is an area of opportunity and growth.  Surrey also has a thriving culture and sport 

sector, with some 6,000 businesses in the culture and creative sector.  The report 

advises that agriculture is no intensive in Surrey with farms typically small in size 

and 70% less than 20 hectares.  Overall Surrey has a far higher percentage of 

‘other farm types’, diversifying towards leisure & tourism, horse riding & livery, 

holiday lets, school farm visits, fishing/shooting, box schemes and local produce 

initiatives. 

2.183. The SLEA highlights the importance of the Gatwick Diamond Functional Economic 

Area.  Its launch was a response to the need to give the area an identity that 

would support economic growth.  It was felt that this area was under-achieving.  

The SLEA found that on most economic indicators, the result has been that the 

Gatwick Diamond outperforms the South-East and the UK and is becoming the 

location of choice for headquarters, with ExxonMobil and Unilever UK being 

established in Leatherhead.  The Diamond has also become a key regional centre 

for professional services – BDO Stoy Haward, KPMG, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 

Deloitte, Shadbolt Law, Grant Thornton, Thomas Eggar, ASB Law and the 

regional headquarters of a number of banks.  Most recently, companies like Nestle 

are moving into the area.  Research by the Centre for Local Economic Strategies 

identified the following sectors as particularly important: 

a. Advanced manufacturing / engineering (manufacture of navigation / 

measurement devices, aviation and transport related to high end 

manufacturing and associated supply chain; 

b. Bioscience – medical and surgical equipment and pharmaceuticals; 

c. Small software consultancies. 

2.184. Two other factors need to be considered when examining the context of CR3 

within the South-East: 

a. The probable expansion of Gatwick airport with a second runway, which is 

likely to lead to significant economic growth; 

b. Potential widening of M23 between Junction 8 and 10* 

2.185. These would potentially effect the following: 

a. Urban Development: 
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Providing more houses in the core catchment area would be difficult to 

achieve as the area is already approaching its environmental capacity. 

There may be scope for meeting some of the employment need by locating 

suitable businesses in areas such as Brighton, within the designated Priority 

Area for Economic Regeneration.  

b. Economic Impact: 

An additional 21,000 – 49,000 airport-related jobs by 2030 on the assumption 

that the runway was built in 2011), some of which could be met by labour 

market surpluses on the south coast and Croydon. 

*on the basis that 1 or 2 new runways are built 

SOURCE: www.crawley.gov.uk/pub_livx/groups/webcontent/.../int010755.pdf 

Cllr Doug Murdoch Executive Member for Planning and Economic Development. 

Crawley Borough Council 

T h e  r o l e  a n d  i n f l u e n c e  o f  t h e  L o c a l  E n t e r p r i s e  

P a r t n e r s h i p ,  C o a s t - t o - C a p i t a l ,  b o t h  i n  p o l i c y  t e r m s  

a n d  i n  f u n d i n g  t e r m s . 

2.190. The Coast to Capital area covers Brighton and Hove, London Borough of Croydon, 

Gatwick Diamond, Lewes and West Sussex. 

2.191. The economic activity rate has fallen in the Gatwick Diamond fell over the year 

2011-12, with Horsham and Mole Valley seeing an increase. There is a similar 

pattern in employment rates with Tandridge seeing the lowest rates.  

2.192. Croydon, Tandridge in Surrey and some costal districts suffer from below average 

proportions of jobs in the top three occupational groups, indicating lower value 

employment. 
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T h e  T a n d r i d g e  C o n t e x t  

2.193. Bisected by both the M25 and the M23, with good access to Gatwick and well 

established transport links to London, the District potentially offers an attractive 

area for firms and businesses to locate into. 

2.194. However, Tandridge is not a major employment area within the County. 

2.195. The main reason is that the Council has valued the rural residential character with 

small locally-based employment in a broadly dispersed pattern.  Part of this is the 

agricultural legacy of the District, part of which has since died away.  Part of the 

reason is that, unlike in other Surrey Districts most of the land area is designated 

as Green Belt (93.8% of its land area). 

2.196. This has meant that the area has never been required to accommodate the 

considerable post-war employment pressures as elsewhere in Surrey.  

2.197. The Council has noted that the District traditionally functioned as a commuter belt 

area with 56-58% of people working outside the area. 

2.198. Tandridge have taken the view that the economy of the District is predominantly 

service orientated, as with the County.  

2.199. Tandridge have also noted that unemployment levels are generally low, as is the 

case throughout Surrey.  

2.200. In the Council’s view a buoyant economy has particular land use planning 

implications: 

2.201. It implies that unless employment opportunities can be matched to the 

expectations of the local population, then the area will draw in workers from other 

areas, resulting in increased commuting on already congested roads; 

2.202. It implies increased pressure on limited land resources, which may lead to 

demand for work space that could prejudice restraint and other policies; 

2.203. The combination of (a) and (b), together with the commuting role of the area might 

result in a demand for additional housing over and above that forecast, which in 

turn would bring further pressure to bear on infrastructure and the attractiveness 

of the area. 

2.204. The Council’s position has been that the tight environmental constraints on the 

environment require an emphasis on redevelopment/recycling of 

industrial/commercial land and making the best use of existing sites rather than 

the use of green field sites. 
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The background to policies for Tandridge over the last 20 years are set out in the 

earlier Local Plans and currently policies set out in the approved Core Strategy 

and Local development Plan ( as interpreted by Local Councillors).  

The Council have taken the view that vacant premises indicates a lack of demand 

for new employment sites in the district. 

2.205. The Core Strategy 2008 sets out Tandridge’s latest view of the economy in the 

district.  It reports that the broad structure of employment favours those in the 

service sector rather than that of agriculture or manufacturing.  It goes on to say 

that the proportion of the workforce who are either self-employed or work for small 

employers is higher than in Surrey as a whole and that more residents (58%) 

commute outside the District to work than anywhere else in Surrey.  They state 

that this indicates a heavy reliance on jobs outside the District, primarily in central 

London. 

2.206. The Core Strategy notes that commercial buildings are on average older than 

elsewhere in the south-east, indicating that the stock is of poorer quality.  It notes 

that Tandridge has the lowest rateable value in Surrey for all classes of 

employment floor space and that there has been little investment in commercial 

property in recent years. 

2.207. It notes that Tandridge has one of the highest economic activity rates in Surrey 

(38,500 people in 2005) and unemployment levels are low (0.8% in 2006) with 

virtually no long term unemployment.  It goes on to note that there is a risk of 

labour shortages in particular sectors with some people being unable to afford to 

live in the District. 

2.208. The Core Strategy identifies ten main issues facing the District.  None are 

concerned with the economy or business.  There is reference in the succeeding 

text to the importance of encouraging a sustainable economy, which can provide 

prosperity, and opportunities for all and which is not undermined by the loss of all 

employment land.  It also refers to the need to maintain and if possible enhance 

the role of town centres. 

2.209. Under the Spatial Objectives of the Strategy, Objective 3 deals with sustainable 

economy and states: 

Supporting and economy that is thriving and growing within environmental 

limits (both urban and rural). 

Maintenance and enhancing the role of town centres and other centres. 

2.210. There are only two policies in the Core Strategy that relate to the economy: CSP 

22 – The Economy and CSP 23 – Town and other centres. 
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2.211. CSP 22 – The Economy states: 

The Council will seek to develop a sustainable economy by: 

Seeking to make best use of existing commercial and industrial sites, 

especially those suitable for occupation by small businesses; 

Allowing buildings in the Green Belt to be used for commercial purposes 

subject to environmental, farm viability, traffic and amenity considerations, 

(the Council’s preference for the re-use of such buildings is for economic 

development purposes). Further details will be set out in the Development 

Control DPD; 

Allowing redundant or unsuitably located commercial and industrial sites 

within the built up areas, Larger Rural Settlements and Green Belt 

Settlements to be redeveloped for housing or other appropriate alternative 

uses. Further details will be set out in the Development Control DPD; 

Encouraging working at home (subject to amenity considerations). 

The following sites are designated as ‘Strategic Employment Sites’ and will be 

retained for the existing uses: 

Lambs Business Park; 

Hobbs Industrial Estate. 

In the case of Hobbs Industrial Estate certain waste processing uses will be 

acceptable if the site is identified for such in the Waste Development Framework. 

The Council will review the allocated employment site at Coopers Close, 

Smallfield through the site allocations DPD. 

2.212. CSP 23 – Town and other centres states: 

The Council will seek to protect and enhance the role of Caterham Valley and 

Oxted town centres by working with its partners (such as Surrey County Council) 

to undertake specific improvements to the physical environment and increase the 

range of services and facilities.  In particular the Council will support bids for 

regional funding following ‘Health checks’ and will actively pursue the 

redevelopment of: 

The former Rose and Young site in Croydon Road, Caterham; and 

The gasholder site and adjoining land in Oxted. 

The above two sites would be suitable for a number of uses appropriate to a town 

centre, but would also be suitable for residential use.  The Council will therefore 
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be prepared to consider proposals on their merit.  Retail proposals would however 

need to be assessed in accordance with the advice in PPS6. 

The existing Primary Shopping Areas in Caterham Valley and Oxted as shown on 

the Tandridge District Local Plan 2001 saved Proposals Map under policy SH2 will 

be protected, and will be reviewed in the Development Control DPD along with the 

detailed criteria to achieve this protection. 

The following hierarchy of centres has been identified: 

Caterham Valley and Oxted; 

Warlingham and Lingfield; 

Caterham Hill; 

Whyteleafe; 

Other local centres and villages. 

The Council will seek to protect the role of Warlingham, Lingfield, Caterham Hill, 

Whyteleafe and other local centres and villages, which will be defined in a 

Development Control DPD along with a detailed policy to achieve this objective. 

R e t a i l  S e c t o r  

2.213. The Caterham Valley Centre retail analysis was created in May 2015 by local 

research and will be updated as changes are notified. The retail sector locally 

employed 900 people at the end of 2013, representing 9.6% of local employment 

and is the 6th largest local employer. Comparable figures for 2009 were 926 and 

8.9%, which points to a generally stable retail sector. Employment figures come 

from the UK Business Register and Employment Survey (Nomis/ONS Crown 

Copyright August 2015) 

2.214. Wholesale employed 213 people and was the 10th largest local sector. These 

figures compare with similar retail and wholesale ratios for Tandridge Table 2.2.4. 

Local industry employment patterns 
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E m p t y  S h o p  C o u n t s  a n d  t o w n  p r o f i l e  

2.215. Overall the empty shop count is below 10%, widely regarded nationally as an 

acceptable level and providing the largest shopping facility within CR3.  This 

compares with significantly lower ratios in other M25 towns as low as 4% however, 

so this is an area to manage carefully and improve where possible.  

2.216. Caterham Valley as a whole is mostly a convenience shopping location, rather 

than a specialist goods or comparison, or “visitor” location. It does quite well in a 

recent shopper profile shown above using 2014 Experian data, with a significant 

percent of shoppers coming from the local CR3 area – the Primary segment 

accounting for 50% of spend and with over 90% of local residents using for 

various types of shopping. 

 

2.217. The secondary area for top up and convenience shopping, accounting for the next 

25% of shopping value, comes from two areas, one to the South following the A22 

and another to the North East, covering Warlingham, Tatsfield, Woldingham and 

some parts of North Oxted These are most likely associated with convenience, 

road links and travel patterns through school or work. 
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2.218. The remaining tertiary segment of 15% is quite wide and corresponds generally 

with routes with good access to Caterham. It covers some places along the A217 

and A23. 

2.219. Compared with 2007 Experian data, there are some losses that correspond with 

competition from Croydon, Crawley and Redhill, plus some lesser Oxted effect. 

2.220. Other data will be collected on about 10 KPI’s (Key Performance Indicators) so 

that the town can be compared with over 300 other towns nationally with a 

December 2015 update cycle. The Caterham Community Partnership (ABC) 

funded the licence for this year and it is recommended funding be sought to 

continue in later years. The same data may be useful for Oxted to consider too 

S h o p p e r ’ s  f o o t f a l l  f o r  C a t e r h a m  V a l l e y  

2.221. One of the two main supermarkets in the Valley provided a footfall analysis from 

2009 for an area near the station. We intend to collect 2015 figures as part of a 

town benchmarking exercise as already mentioned. 

C a t e r h a m  H i l l  R e t a i l  A r e a  

2.222. Caterham Hill was covered by the same retail footprint exercise and can also be 

kept up to date as changes are notified. Interestingly the profile is quite different 

with a much higher number of specialty “Comparison” type shops. Examples are 

the wool shop, angling, guns, music and so on. 
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2.223. Another factor is the lack of charity shops and a significant conversion of retail 

premises to offices, adopting a shop front layout. This is especially so along 

Westway, which appears to be in transition away from retail, after the changed 

uses for St Lawrence’s and the Barracks. The Raglan Precinct has seen a 

significant turnaround recently and all shop units are now let and many upgraded. 

2.224. The 2007 Experian footprint comes from a study commissioned by Tandridge DC 

from CACI. That shows a similar although larger Primary area to the more recent 

2014 chart   – so some shoppers migrated elsewhere. The secondary area shows 

some shift as well, particularly in the East, which may be an Oxted effect. Lastly 

the tertiary segment is similar to the 2014 one, which is most likely the 

convenience of Caterham’s overall location to those nearby. 

I n d i v i d u a l  r e g e n e r a t i o n / r e f u r b i s h m e n t  a c t i v i t y  –  H i l l  &  

V a l l e y  

2.225. Individual sites are currently seeing some welcome updating activity. These 

include Waitrose (Ramps and shop layout), Morrison’s ( Car park, internal shop 

layout and earlier Church Walk refurbishment) and Raglan Precinct ( New Tenants 

like Co-op, general shuffle of shops and now fully let). These are positive signs 

and should support the general town shopping experience. 
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C a t e r h a m  T o w n  D e s i g n  S t a t e m e n t  –  P r e l i m i n a r y  

o u t c o m e  

2.226. This exercise began in spring 2015 and is to continue by being merged with a 

Town Centre Working Party exercise sponsored by Tandridge District Council for 

both Caterham Valley and Caterham Hill. The work done already has been helped 

by two surveys this year. One included 350 shoppers & residents and another was 

completed by 75 local businesses. The core recommendations from the business 

group are available on request, together with reports from each survey. 

B u s i n e s s  a n d  s h o p p e r s  f e e d b a c k  

 

2.227. Guidance overall from both residents and business is to be more like Reigate and 

Oxted. Both of these towns have a more attractive streetscape, including 

pedestrian areas and more long-term parking is available than in CR3. 

C R 3  F o r u m  P o l i c y  o n  T o w n  D e s i g n  S t a t e m e n t  

2.228. The timeline shows where the Town Design effort had reached by early August 

2015. Overall guidance and policy in this business report is to follow the Design 

Statement’s recommendations and to invest in and support its processes. 

What%business%asked%for%

Town%Design%
statement%

Ensuring(a(Vibrant(
hub(to(the(area(
Incl(Commercial(

spaces(

Where%could%
we%learn%from?%

Lower(u8lity/service(
Business=centric(

More(affordable(rents(
BeAer(mix(of(retail(
Increased(parking(

Top%five%things%that%would%benefit%
your%business%
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2.229. Currently a report on Critical assets is being drafted by consultants engaged on 

the project (DNA), who have been engaged throughout and the Urban, Rural and 

Heritage group within CR3 Forum are available to continue progress on this 

important work, alongside the Caterham Town Working Party. 

2.230. Drafts of the Town Design Statement include a 9 layer description of factors to 

consider, each one of which has preliminary 100 word approx. guidance. This 

exercise involved over 30 local people and ran over three workshops. The outputs 

are all written up, involved key CR3Forum groups and other local people and are 

being made available to the Tandridge District Town Centre Working party, which 

is looking at similar issues as the Tandridge Local Plan is developed. 

 

 

S u m m a r y  

2.231. Caterham Town Design Statement workshops have been convened to feed into 

and inform the Neighbourhood Plan initiative currently underway. Unlike the 

Neighbourhood Plan, the Town Design Statement will not focus on detailed policy. 

Rather, the objective is to present a vision (or high-level description) for the kind of 

place that people living and working in the Caterham area want their town centre 

to be in the next 15-30 years. 
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2.232. Once formulated, the Town Design Statement will be presented in a document 

and used to provide a strong, authoritative steer to planners and prospective 

developers.  

2.233. Along with the online survey launched to Caterham area residents on 1st March, 

the workshops are the beginning of the community discussion about the ‘look and 

feel’ of Caterham in the coming years. A focus of the development group is to 

ensure that:  

a. The Town Design Statement is communicated as widely as possible and   

b. Opinions and views of groups that are under-represented in existing forums 

are sought. 

Further discussion about how to involve these groups  directly will take place 

following Workshop 3 and suggestions about how this might be done are welcome 

  

Workshop participants were drawn from various community groups and bodies 

that are focused on:  

a. Creating a positive outcome for problem areas (such as the Rose & Young 

site) that prevent Caterham town centre from fulfilling its potential as a 

destination for residents and visitors.  

b. Increasing community involvement in planning and development issues. 

Improving the overall retail experience for everyone in and around Caterham  

: 

2.234. The CR3Forum Neighbourhood Plan has been instrumental in the initiative to 

create a Town Design Statement, working in Partnership with Tandridge District 

Council and other local groups. Overall the CR3 Forum policy is to support the 

process and outcomes of this initiative. – CW 
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B u s i n e s s  I m p r o v e m e n t  I n i t i a t i v e  

2.235. A Caterham BID project is being developed 

2.236. A BID is being progressed by the Caterham Business Partnership, together with 

local retail and other business. The CR3 Forum supports this project and has 

contributed ideas and information. See section 18 Appendix 9 for further 

information 

2.237. The supply of commercial space 

2.238. General office and commercial accommodation supply, letting, leasing and yields 

2.239. A variety of factors are currently resulting in an increase in most yields and rents 

as at September 2015. One key influence has been the reduction of space overall 

thanks to permitted development both within and external to CR3. Overall market 

rents/sales remain below 2008, however generally there has now been a strong 

recovery with interest rates remaining low and yields of over 4% available.  

This seems to contradict earlier statements on values. This data and overall 

market assessment was gathered from Peter Gildersleve in September 2015. 

2.240. Depending on location and quality of buildings there is a spread of available 

locations and some overall tightening of the supply. Generally where there is an 

opportunity for a residential conversion the premises are kept empty, if a tenant 

has vacated, it seems. (Peter Gildersleve – CW). 

2.241. A hierarchy of retail premises exists 

2.242. Church Walk, Croydon Rd, Godstone Rd, Whyteleafe’s main area, Raglan 

Precinct, High Street, Westway, Other. Rates range from low £40’s for Zone A 

space per sq. ft. to below £15 in less desirable locations. 

2.243. Offices and other commercial use such as distribution & light industrial 

2.244. Office yields have crept up, similarly distribution/warehousing and industrial 

premises where there are some shortages, particularly for distribution premises 

near M25 access. Some of the pressure here is permitted development, other 

factors are a rise in Internet distribution needs and a trend towards “Industrial” 

estate trade/retail outlets. There are both inclusive and basic services and 

premises available locally. Permitted development conversions in Croydon, have 

pushed up yields here as business tenants or owners seek new premises. 

E x a m p l e s  

2.245. The Raglan Precinct is now fully let to retail after several years with empty 

premises. In Whyteleafe the “Whyteleafe Business Village” offices are targeted to 

be residential conversion as premises are released. 
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2.246. The closure of Bronzeoak as a shared office facility has had the immediate effect 

of ensuring that the Officer’s Mess and other space at The Village ( Caterham Hill), 

and Bourne House (Wapses Lodge) are now full. (Oct 2015) 

2.247. Local rates are competitive with elsewhere and good sites will find clients. 

With kind thanks to Peter Gildersleve, Matthew Chapman and Marc Hansen for 

local detail. 

H o t e l  a n d  A c c o m m o d a t i o n  s e c t o r s  

2.248. With the exception of the Surrey National Golf Course, which provides an 

excellent facility for both golf and as a venue for meetings, the area is short of 

hotel and similar facilities. 

2.249. The Travelodge on the A22 in Whyteleafe, provides 2* accommodation, light 

meals and parking. It is a popular hotel and convenient for CR3 area, Gatwick and 

other purposes 

2.250. Surrey County Council highlighted a shortfall in the East Surrey Area recently in a 

report. ( Ref: Surrey Hotel Futures Study 2015. Written by Hotel Solutions 

Consultancy ) 

A concluding thoughts paragraph states: 

“The Surrey Hotel Futures Study shows significant potential and need for 

hotel development in all parts of the county and clearly demonstrates that 

new hotel provision is vital to support the future growth of the county's 

economy and capitalize on its leisure and conference tourism potential. While 

there are already a significant number of consented and proposed new hotel 

schemes in Surrey, further work is needed to strengthen hotel planning policy 

provision and implementation; support the progression of schemes that have 

stalled; identify additional hotel sites where there are unmet requirements; 

develop a productive and coordinated dialogue with hotel companies that are 

interested in investing in Surrey; better understand Surrey company hotel 

requirements; and support the county's hotel industry through investment in 

destination and MICE marketing, leisure tourism product development, and 

work to help address the sector's staff recruitment challenges. Surrey County 

Council is in a strong position to lead and co-ordinate this work with its 

District and Borough Council and LEP partners, as part of its wider economic 

development role. 

2.251. This evidence was cited in the recent decision to proceed with a Premier 

Inn/Beefeater proposal, on the Rose & Young Site in Caterham by Tandridge 

District Council. 
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2.252. It is considered by the CR3Forum, that there remains capacity for a fuller service 

offering locally, whether within the town boundaries, or nearby. The two Business 

NDO sites suggested, or other sites within the area are potential locations and 

proposals should be encouraged if positive schemes are put forward. 

E x t e r n a l  f a c t o r s  

2.253. Additional runway capacity for London  

B u s i n e s s  R e p o r t  P o l i c i e s .  

2.254. Employment is a critical factor in creating a sustainable place. Employment can be 

generated both through private industry and public service sector and in the 

context of employment are both equally supported. 

2.255. Businesses either provide employment which encourages people to live nearby, or 

clusters of people attract businesses to provide services and set up enterprises 

locally. Get the balance right and you have a vibrant place. Get it wrong and you 

end up with a downward spiral. Our local perception is that the balance has been 

wrong for 20 or so years, with priority given to housing. We need to rebalance this 

by encouraging start-ups for new businesses; high value added businesses 

operating in smart technologies would reward a skilled and motivated population. 

To attract this work we need to recover ground space for enterprise, whether in 

Town Centres, or in local areas with good communication facilities - whether for 

traditional transport and access, or for modern digital communications. 

2.256. Public Services not only provide the necessary amenities required to maintain a 

vibrant sustainable society but also offer employment to many professional and 

workplace staff, often largely recruited locally. 

2.257. Our work has been aimed at identifying issues and putting forward ideas to 

recover the right balance. 

2.258. The intention is the improvement of the CR3 economy. The Neighbourhood Plan 

will work to support local businesses, creating links to and co-operation with all 

business ventures, whether large or small. We wish to encourage new businesses 

and social enterprises that benefit the community.  

2.259. The justification for the need to regenerate local employment capability, which has 

declined over the last 20 years through the closure of 50 hectares employment 

space. This space has largely been converted to residential property. The CR3 

forum believes that any further reduction in the number employment sites would 

be detrimental to the economic health of the area.  

B E 0 1 :  T o  p r o v i d e  e m p l o y m e n t  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  t o  m e e t  
l o c a l  n e e d s .  
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Aim: To stop the loss of local employment opportunities and rebalance 

the local employment economy and encourage the increase the 

number of local employment opportunities in the future. 

Justi f ication: The NPPF supports the requirement for a sustainable economy.  

 Residents have strongly indicated that they would prefer to work 

locally. 

 To reduce the level of commuting necessary to obtain high value 

employment.  

 

B E 0 2 :  T o  p r o v i d e  a  m i x e d  e c o n o m y  o f  r e t a i l ,  c o m m e r c i a l  
a n d  r e s i d e n t i a l  i n  t o w n  c e n t r e s  

Aim: To reinvigorate the existing Town Centres and increase their 

attractiveness to a wide range of shopping, whilst preserving a 

balance of commercial and residential uses in areas above prime 

retail frontage. 

Justi f ication: Consultation and surveys indicate that residents and business 

believe that there has been a general decline in the Town Centres 

and would like to see this reversed so that Caterham can compete 

with towns like Reigate and Oxted in the provision of retail 

provision. 

  

P o l i c y  B E 0 1  –  E m p l o y m e n t  O p p o r t u n i t y  

The Neighbourhood Plan will support strategies and development which will re –

balance/increase the level of available employment opportunities and will resist any 

development seeking to reduce the available employment opportunities within the 

CR3 area. 

The Neighbourhood Plan supports both the needs of private business and the 

contribution to employment made by the public sector equally and encourages any 

use which contributes towards local employment. 
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B E 0 3 :  S u p p o r t  f o r  s m a l l  a n d  s t a r t - u p  b u s i n e s s e s .  

Aim: The Neighbourhood Plan believes that support for small and start up 

business fits well into the existing local economy and social fabric 

and can provide the best strategy for increasing local employment 

within an existing skills base. 

Justi f ication: Surveys and data indicate an existing skills base and recent 

improvements in broadband provision will support these 

opportunities which have direct synergy with the aim of generating 

more local employment in CR3 area and a more sustainable local 

economy. 

P o l i c y  B E 0 3  –  S u p p o r t  f o r  s m a l l  &  s t a r t - u p  b u s i n e s s e s  

Proposals that support the development of new  small scale businesses and other 

enterprises that meet the needs of the community will be supported provided that they 

would:- 

• not involve the overall loss of residential dwellings  

• contribute to the character and vitality of the local area  

• be well integrated into and complement existing clusters of activity within CR3  

• protect residential amenity 

• not impact adversely upon road safety or access 

• broadband provision will support these opportunities which have direct synergy with the 

aim of generating more local employment in CR3 area and a more sustainable local 

economy. 

P o l i c y  B E 0 2  –  A  m i x e d  e c o n o m y  

Developments in Town Centres must ensure that a full assessment of the demand for 

distributed and flexible spaces has been considered, such that the overall supply of 

small and start-up spaces is preserved. 

Applications for development of Edge-of-Town sites for residential and non-

employment uses must demonstrate that an adequate supply of potential business 

spaces is available within the CR3 area, consistent with the overall NPPF guidance on 

maintaining a sustainable economy and local employment. 
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B E 0 4 :  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  a  n e w  E n t e r p r i s e  P a r k .  

Aim: To rebalance the local economy into a local sustainable economy 

which provides work opportunities for its residents at a local level. 

Justi f ication: The NPPF requires all planning decisions and policy to support a 

sustainable economy, Losses in local employment over the past 

decade have caused the CR3 economy to be unbalanced and 

trending towards decline. This trend should be reversed. 

Surveys and consultations all indicate a need for more local 

employment particularly for those leaving full time education but 

with less reliance on commuting to provide high value 

employment. 

P o l i c y  B E 0 4  –  E n t e r p r i s e  P a r k s  

 

The Neighbourhood Plan supports the establishment of a business and science park. 
The overriding policy will be that such development is sustainable, blends with the 
character of the area and provides local employment. 

Such a site should provide for the needs of new businesses and must be well served by 
a road, rail and digital communications infrastructure, whether fixed or mobile. 

The Neighbourhood Plan supports:- 

• expansion and inwards movement to CR3 of Science, Technology, Education, 
Engineering, Design and other high growth, knowledge based and high value 
businesses;  

• self-sufficiency in the provision of adequate parking  

• The Neighbourhood Plan supports the preferred use of brownfield and contaminated 
sites and will view positively remedial works as a net gain to the economy and 
community when appraising a development application.  

• Integration into local utilities services such as power, gas, communications and water 
in a sustainable way.  
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B E 0 5  a n d  B E 0 6 :  T o w n  a n d  N e i g h b o u r h o o d  C e n t r e s  

Aim: To improve and sustain the retail provision within the CR3 area both 

in the town centres and in the neighbourhood centres 

Justi f ication: Sustainability under NPPF and Local Plans and in response to 

comments and concerns raised by local residents. 

P o l i c y  B E 0 5  –  C a t e r h a m  V a l l e y  T o w n  C e n t r e  

TheNeighbourhood Plan supports the continual regeneration of Caterham Valley Town 

Centre as shown on the associated map in the NP. 

The Neighbourhood Plan requires all new development applications to comply with the following: 

• Ensure that there is a balanced mix of retail provision (A1, A2, A3) with no excessive 
preponderance of any one use class  

• Provide a balance of retail (A1, A2, A3), Commercial (B1), Leisure & Community facilities (D2) and 
Residential (C3)  

• Residential use above first floor level will be acceptable. First floor accommodation should be 
retail or commercial  

• High-quality design and the use of high-quality materials are required  

• Designs should avoid purely flat facades which fail to contribute to the character of the town and 
the public realm  

• Creation of good public realm space in and around new developments and integrating with 
existing buildings/spaces, co-ordinating with key features of the town centre  

• Building heights along road frontages should not exceed 3.0 - 3.5 storeys and should have some 
variation. The building heights can step up away from the road frontage providing that the 
heights remain below a 45 degree line taken from the top of the road frontage façade  

• Arcaded development will be acceptable  

• Car parking should be provided, preferably below ground and should not be less than one car 
space per dwelling and sufficient to meet 60% of the commercial staffing needs.  

• Proposals which follow guidelines within the Town Design Statement and proposed  Masterplan 
for Caterham will be regarded as generally compliant with the NP  
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P o l i c y  B E 0 6  –  O t h e r  C R 3  C e n t r e s  

The Neighbourhood Plan values the contribution that other neighbourhood centres make to the 
quality and character of the CR3 area and there should be no loss in this provision. The NP 
wishes to encourage a mix of opportunity to meet local needs and to improve accessibility and 
parking through future development. In particular: 

• The Neighbourhood Plan will support the development of retail and other commercial and 
community/social uses of an appropriate type and scale and support the Urban Design 
Character Assessments and Policies.  

• Positive consideration will be given to applications that will improve the quality of shop fronts 
and signage in these areas and support the Urban Design Character Assessments and 
Policies  

• Applications which improve on the net level of commuter and public parking will be supported 
and encouraged. Any net loss of parking will not be acceptable.  

• The Neighbourhood Plan will support the development of a local produce market within the 
CR3 area and consider this as a positive gain within a planning application which 
provided such a facility. The creation of a central space for this facility would be 
welcomed.  
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S u m m a r y  o f  P r o p o s e d  P o l i c i e s  t o  a d d r e s s  t h e  

n e e d s  w e  h a v e  i d e n t i f i e d :  

E1: Overall policies to provide employment opportunities to meet local needs – 

Includes call for Article 4 directives 

E2: Policy for Town Centres . Mixed economy Incl Commercial space 

E3: Policy for development of Edge of Town areas for commercial use –  

sequential test and where needed 

E4 Small and start up businesses. Support policies 

P5 Enterprise Park:  Aspirational Policy, Review of potential locations and to 

support by NDO as may be feasible 

E6 Preference for contaminated site use:  Particularly to create needed enterprise 

resources 

E7 Retail and nearby business development: Follow Town Design Statement 

E8 Specific Area policies/guidance - 6 specific locations around the area 

E9 HOTEL & Other Meeting, Catering and Accommodation provision 

E10 Rural Enterprises Development where support justified 

E11 Mixed Community/Commercial use & “Meanwhile” support 

I n t r o d u c t i o n :  E c o n o m i c  p o l i c i e s  f o r  r e g e n e r a t i n g  t h e  

l o c a l  C R 3  e c o n o m y  

The CR3 Forum proposes a Neighbourhood Plan for the area should be better 

balanced between housing and employment opportunities, retail and commercial 

sites, as well as all the other services required by the community including medical 

and educational facilities, leisure amenities and other needs.  

The NPPF (National Policy Planning Framework) endorses and mandates this in a 

core statement on sustainable development mentioning three areas:  an economic 

role, a social role and an environmental role 

The intention is to regenerate local employment, which has declined over the last 

20 years, through closure and conversion of over 50 hectares of commercial 

space to residential and individual offices and other buildings, without maintaining 

or sustaining the underlying local economy. 

Policy E01: Overal l  Economic Policy to provide employment 

opportunit ies to meet local needs. 
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Policy to regain local economic performance, including overall local employment 

levels lost over the last 20 years by stimulating the creation of new high value 

jobs. 

Challenging inappropriate residential conversions where this would undermine 

local employment by applying for Article4 directives to the local authority, should 

such cases arise 

Support economic growth which is inclusive, stimulates innovation and is 

sustainable, providing opportunities for local residents and enterprises, or new 

businesses to locate in the area with the same characteristics. 

Policy E02: Economic Policy for Town and Vil lage Centres  

Local Town and Village  Centre developments within the CR3 Forum to provide for 

a mixed economy of retail, services, leisure, commercial and residential needs, 

that all help to underpin the vitality of the core local areas  

Policy E03: Economic Policy for development of Edge of Town 

areas for commercial use 

Should provide for facilities, that are unsuitable, or for which space is not available 

on a sequential test, to underpin the economic vitality of the core local commercial 

areas identified within CR3 Forum plans. 

Development of Edge of Town spaces and sites must demonstrate that an 

adequate supply of start-up and SME spaces are available within the CR3 area, 

consistent with the overall NPPF guidance of maintaining a sustainable economy 

and local employment. 

The area has built over 1,350 houses, with  approx. 3,000 new residents, on such 

sites, reducing local employment by significantly over 1,000 jobs. A further 650 

homes and an estimated 2,000 people are already in the pipeline. In only the last 

5 years the area has lost 500 jobs, from a base of just over 10,500 in 2009. While 

overall employment has remained high, including new residents who have moved 

to the area, actual jobs within CR3 have progressively shrunk, leading to a 

dependence on travel out of the area. This is not sustainable and CR3 and 

Tandridge are amongst the lowest performing places in terms of the local jobs 

ratio, in the South East. 

NPFF Quote: “an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and 

competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available 

in the right places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by 

identifying and coordinating development requirements, including the provision of 

infrastructure” 
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See the following section, for a collection of evidence and supporting statements 

that link to multiple different policies. They form a set and it is not always feasible 

to write one policy: one single supporting statement. 

Policy E04: Economic Policy for small  and start-up businesses 

Intention: Creating facilities and policies to assist emerging business in all 

sectors but particularly in: high growth; Science; Technology; 

Creative Industries; Professional; Technical and Advanced 

Manufacturing/Robotics segments 

These industry types have already begun to cluster in CR3. The clear intention is 

to build on this welcome recent trend 

Policy E04: Policy for Small  and Start-up Businesses 

Proposals that support the development of new and or small scale businesses and 

other enterprises that meet the needs of the community, such as the creation of 

live work units, will be permitted provided that they meet all these criteria.  

a. retain similar numbers of dwellings in the local neighbourhood 

b. contribute to the character and vitality of the local area  

c. are well integrated into and complement existing clusters of business or 

live/work activity within CR3 

d. protect residential amenity 

e. Maintain or improve road safety in their area 

Emergence of start-up’s in CR3 between 2009 and 2014 – “The CR3 Diamond”. 

One aspect stands out as a recent positive, thanks to technology and the arrival of 

younger, well-qualified new residents. The net effect of flexible and reasonable 

performance digital services, plus the influx of new people led to a significant rise 

in local business start ups, especially in Professional & Scientific  and 

Communication & IT sectors over the last 5 years. Growth rates in these sectors of 

25% and 31% were seen over the last 5yrs. The rates of growth were over twice 

that seen in these sectors elsewhere in Tandridge. 

 

 

Aspirations 

 

Economic Policy for a Technology, Business and Education Park - 
Aspirat ional 
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Intention: Aspirational goal, to support a mixed enterprise site. Proposals 

will be encouraged to establish a  business and science park, in 

which both new and existing organisations can prosper, with good 

communications links to other parts of the South East, as well as 

to and within the CR3 space 

Aspirational Policy P5 

The overriding policy ambition will be for sustainable development, which blends 

with the character of the area and rebuilds employment substantially towards 

recovery of the 50 hectares of employment land/economic output lost over the last 

20 years.  

Such a site needs to combine the following: 

a. start up and incubator spaces for business; 

b. Medium or large-scale flexible business spaces to attract inwards migration 

of new businesses to the area or the expansion of existing ones; 

c. be well served by transport links within a sustainable distance, including new 

South East road, train and air transport infrastructure. 

d. expansion and inwards migration to CR3 of Science,  Professional & 

Technology, Education, Engineering, Design, Digital, Media, Finance and 

other high growth, knowledge based and high value businesses;  

e. be well integrated into the set of economic activity and movement within CR3, 

providing incremental improvements to access, road safety, overall capacity 

and circulation locally; 

f. be self sufficient in terms of provision for parking and provide an option for 

additional parking for commuters, shoppers or visitors to the town centres, 

with park and ride, or more advanced flexible transport; 

g. protect residential and landscape amenity;  

h. contribute to the economic growth objectives and programmes of the 

responsible Local Enterprise Partnership - Coast to Capital, Surrey County 

Council and the Local Planning Authority with responsibility for the CR3 

Forum area ( eg in 2015 Tandridge District Council).  

i. be fully integrated into local utilities services such as water, power and gas 

j. with advanced digital communications infrastructure - both fixed and mobile  

in a sustainable and price competitive manner. 

Supporting Statements: 

The overall economic goal is to preserve commercial activity in dedicated or mixed 

development, such that prosperity for the whole area is maintained or improved. 

Letting site value alone drive decisions over a choice of residential over 

commercial, is not a balanced policy. A robust case is needed where either type of 
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development is feasible. We also seek one or more fit for purpose locations in 

which to locate new high tech industries and other activities, which our area could 

benefit from. Notable spaces include the A22 corridor and the main access routes 

into and out of the Valley, Hill and Whyteleafe, together with mixed use in or near 

town and village centres. 

A significant amount of supporting evidence is covered in the attached material.   

 

Pol icy E06 - Economic Policy for use of contaminated land - -  

Aspirat ional 

Intention: Create suitable spaces for new enterprises, while recovering 

contaminated spaces whether they are in the developed area, or 

in special cases within other classifications of land. 

Policy E06: Preference for contaminated site use: 

a: Sites where land is contaminated, regardless of planning designation will 

particularly be sought, allowing remediation of such contaminated spaces for a net 

gain to the economy and the community. Costs of remediation shall be a matter to 

be borne by the developer or partner organisations as part of any development, 

unless CR3 forum or other entities can assist with grant applications. 

 

Policy E07 - Economic Policy for Retai l  and nearby business 

development -  -  Aspirat ional 

Intention:  Creating a vibrant town centre(s) 

Policy E07: Retai l  and nearby business development in 

exist ing centres. 

a. Policy will follow the June 2015 Caterham Town Design Statement as that 

process completes, or is capable of being applied. 

b. Otherwise policy is to support key retail areas and established criteria to 

support their development. Appropriate and well located retail, food & drink 

development will be supported, with the impact of development that detracts 

from the character of certain areas, such as the excessive provision of 

takeaway restaurants, limited. 

c. Active community and business involvement to be encouraged in overall 

initiatives, focused on improvement of the economy of the area 
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d. Overall the redevelopment of Caterham Town Centre with a mix of good 

design, including new and old, maintaining a mixed economy and adapting to 

necessary change is the overriding policy goal. 

Supporting statement:  See general Economic development evidence, emerging 

Town Design Statement outline and materials being researched and shared on 

critical assets and emerging town needs. 

Policy E08 - Economic Policy for Specif ic Areas and guidance -

- Aspirat ional  

Intention: Specific policies where local factors justify 

Policy E08: Specif ic Individual area polic ies 

i)  Caterham Valley:  

Policy to encourage a sympathetic regeneration of the primary shopping area as 

defined in the emerging 2015 Town Design Statement, to allow for a mix of small 

scale retail premises and services that meet community needs, the provision of 

larger units as may meet specific site planning guidance by Tandridge, Surrey or 

National Government, and a larger scale development including the area bounded 

by the railway, Station Avenue and Croydon Road, up to and including the old 

Rose & Young site.  

The Neighbourhood Plan supports a CPO action on the Rose & Young site, 

provided a positive public consultation is achieved on any scheme brought forward, 

which fits the overall scope of the Town Design Statement. 

Overall it is anticipated that there will continue to be a structural change to retail 

over time, such that the mix of retail, services, business, community, access and 

leisure shifts. We desire to create an attractive and vibrant place, where people 

will gather, feel safe and can pursue a number of different activities in convenient 

areas. 

Policy on redevelopment of nearby sites or nearby areas generally to be guided by 

the outline guidance provided in the Town Design Statement of 2015 and other 

policies within this Neighbourhood Plan.  

The overall objective being to encourage a vibrant place, that can adapt as years 

pass, providing an attractive central place for the area, with a mix of retail, 

services, employment, leisure, travel and community/social activities. The area 

must allow for access by all groups, including adequate parking for vehicles, or for 

travellers via rail, bus, cycle or on foot, whether for short or longer periods. 
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Links to car parking that are on the edge of the key areas, or some form of park 

and ride arrangements should be considered and generally supported, with 

flexible times of stay facilitated by variable and flexible tariffs and technology. 

Pedestrianised spaces will be considered favourably within new developments, or 

as improvements to existing spaces, or access routes on foot, or wheelchair, or on 

bicycles, or such new environmentally acceptable means of transport in town 

spaces as may be developed. 

Permeability (Allowing people or cyclists or specialized categories of vehicles to 

pass through the area without disruption or nuisance) should be encouraged 

where local support can be achieved. 

Supporting Statements: 

Town Design Statement.   

i i )  Caterham Hil l :   

Policy to encourage the development of retail and other commercial and 

community/social  uses of an appropriate type and scale on High Street, Town 

End, Raglan Precinct, Chaldon Road and Westway.  

Policy to consider the quality of shop fronts and signage in these areas 

i i i )  Caterham Barracks/The Vil lage, Coulsdon Rd:  

Policy to encourage the development of retail and other commercial and 

community/social uses of an appropriate type and scale. 

Policy to consider the quality of shop fronts and signage along Coulsdon Road. 

iv) Whyteleafe: 

Policy to encourage the development of retail and other commercial and 

community/social uses of an appropriate type and scale. 

Policy to consider the quality of shop fronts and signage along Godstone Road 

and Croydon Road(A22) and along Whyteleafe Hill from the station to 

Godstone/Croydon Roads.  

Consideration to be given particularly to the access and parking needs longer term 

for residents, commuters and businesses, with such increase in passengers as 

may be both necessary and desirable in Northern and Southern directions as the 

rail network continues to develop. 

v) Croydon Road between Orbital House & Wapses Lodge: 
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Policy to encourage the development of retail and other commercial and 

community/social uses of an appropriate type and scale. Policy to consider the 

quality of shop fronts and signage along Croydon Road.  

Policy to ensure that any development contributes to overall access along the 

main A22 Croydon Road, such that its capacity and access is maintained or 

improved for commercial and residential needs. 

vi)  Market and open spaces: 

Policy to provide general encouragement and support to the development of a 

local produce market within CR3, in one or more multipurpose or fixed places. 

Policy E09 - The provision of Hotel,  leisure, catering and 

accommodation services - -  Aspirat ional 

Intention: Policy to encourage provision of a mix of accommodation in the local 

area, for the business, residential and visitor economy 

Policy E09:  Hotel & Other Meeting, Catering and 

Accommodation - -  Aspirat ional 

Policy to be supportive of any full service hotel development within the CR3 area, 

meeting other planning considerations. 

Supporting Statements: 

The overall capacity of local hotel and meeting space has recently been assessed 

within a Surrey report as less than is desirable. (Ref Surrey Hotel Report). Existing 

accommodation provided by a Travelodge on Croydon Rd in Whyteleafe provides 

essential needs but lacks conference, catering and large meeting facilities. 

Several alternatives exist for meetings and conferences but without 

accommodation, such as Surrey National Golf Club, which is popular for events 

and local meetings, The Soper Hall and other local community facilities and 

church halls and spaces. 

The recent selection of a bid from Premier Inn within a CPO exercise in Caterham 

Valley Town Centre by Tandridge District Council, is likely to provide additional 

hotel room accommodation, however a single source providing both 

accommodation, catering and exhibition/meeting space remains a desirable 

outcome. 

Policy E10 - The creation of Rural Enterprises  -  -  Aspirat ional 
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Intention:  Policy to allow new sustainable uses of rural buildings, where 

existing use is no longer viable or buildings of character and 

landscape value are under threat. 

Policy E10 - Reuse of exist ing buildings in rural areas for new 

and sustainable purposes, preserving landscape, character 

and creating employment 

Significant opportunities can be realised within Green Belt areas by the use of 

existing buildings and assets that would otherwise be a wasting, deteriorating and 

potentially unused asset. Example uses outside of agricultural use include training 

centres, rural industries, leisure and tourism. 

Policy to be supportive of any retention within rural or Green Belt areas of 

landscape or buildings  within the CR3 area, by allowing flexible and sustainable 

new uses, for Leisure, Tourism, Commercial or Live/Work purposes. 

Policy E11 - Mixed Community/Commercial use  -  -  

Aspirat ional 

Intention: Policy to encourage innovative partnerships of a 

public/private/community style, to create Social enterprises or 

other sustainable businesses 

Policy E11: Mixed Community/Commercial use 

Policy proposal. Where existing facilities or future development can be more 

economically sustainable, by a Community/Commercial/Public partnership, to 

operate or acquire a facility that can be shown to be of net gain to the overall 

community, it shall be supported wherever possible. This shall be demonstrable if 

at least two such parties can underwrite 40% of the costs initially and any proposal 

can subsequently be validated, funded and operated. 

Supporting Statements: 

Examples may include sports facilities, open spaces, leisure facilities, shared 

buildings or other assets or services 

	


